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Thank you for your trust, confidence and earnest paticipation in the Dermatoglyphics
Multiple Intelligence Test (DMIT).
This repot allows you to understand your child's
• Congenital potential
• Intrinsic intelligence
• Dominant and Preferred Leaning Style
• Learning Communication Character
so as to uncover the strength distribution to achieve more meaningful learning and
success in life.
This repot will offer information in the following areas:
• Innate self-management style
• Interpersonal and situational intelligence
• Thinking approach / method
• Intrinsic core values
• Preferred learning style and methods
• Multiple intelligence distribution
• Dominant intelligence, potential
• Preferred communication pattern
• Learning sensitivity
• Congenital behavioral characteristics
Before we proceed, let's look at the background and history of Dermatoglyphics Multiple
Intelligence Theory, so as to have an objective approach to this repot.

Book Ref.

What is Dermatoglyphics ?
Dermatoglyphics, the study of fingerprints, recognizes three basic patterns of fingerprints. They
are arches, loops, and whorls. The lines or ridges of an arch run from one side of the finger to the
other with an upward curve in the center. In a loop, the ridges begin on one side, loop around the
center, and return to the sameside, and the ridges of a whorl form a circular pattern.
Dermatoglyphics is of interest in such diverse fields as medicine.anthropology.educational and
criminology.
The formation of the hands begins very early on in fetal development. Doctors can sometimes
use Dermatoglyphics as a diagnostic tool to identify congenital abnormalities, and the errors in
fetal development which contribute to abnormal Dermatoglyphics are also a topic of scientific
interest.

What is the relationship between
fingerprints and the human brain ?
During the earlier days, when American doctors discovered a strange case where the baby is
born without a brain. In this case, the absence of brain is associated with the absence of
fingerprints as well. Cases like this repeated throughout history, leading medical experts to
believe that the brain is absolutely linked to the fingerprints.
Neurobiologists point out that our fingerprints development are synchronized with that of the
neocortex. For example, children with Down syndrome have a fingerprints with distinguishable
characteristics.

Canadian neurology professor Penfield published the chart between brain regions and bodily
functions. In the chart, the relationship between fingerprints and the brain is also pointed out.
Japanese medical expert professor pointed out that the fingers are closely related to the brain
hemisphere. Therefore, this has been widely used in many fields.

Is Dermatoglyphics a form of fortune telling ?
Ans: Absolutely not.
Palmistry or Chiromancy is the divination of the future by interpretation of the concave furrows of
our palms. The lines of the palms are impermanent and will change over time. According to
over 7000 research papers and reports by various scientists, the human brain is closely
related to fingerprint patterns. With the aid of computers, we can now analyse the brain
composition, organization, leaning models and styles, nine intelligences and personalities.
Dermatoglyphics Multiple Intelligence Assessment is the science of comparing, analyzing, and
classifying the patterns of skin and ridge counts of each person's fingerprints. The analysis does
not tell one's future, but rather gives a comprehensive insight into one's innate intelligence
distributions, potentials, and preferred learning and communication styles. The information
contained in the Dermatoglyphics report will not change with age, unlike the ones use by
fortunetellers.

Benefits of DM I Test.
Toddlers (age 1-4)
From birth through about age three there are vast numbers of connections and
collections being recorded in the brain.
Benefits : Knowing a toddler's potentials at the early age help parents make
decisions on parenting styles and educational methods.
Children (age 4-12)
From age three through twelve the brain begins to prune the excessive synapses in
an attempt to get organized and eliminate what is not necessary.
Benefits : At this age, Children are curious to learn and they can absorb more than
they will when they grow older. Discovering their learning styles and areas of
intelligences at this age gives a clue on what courses and activities they should spend
more time on.
Teenagers (age 12-25)
The teenage years consist of more aggressive pruning as the brain begins to
specialize and build an identity.
Benefits : Discovering learning styles at this age can better enhance one's learning
experience. It also serves as a guideline on what type of courses one should take.
Adult (age 25+)
Adulthood ushers in a bit of a pruning plateau, where some connections are
diminished and others are enhanced.

Benefits: Understanding one's areas of intelligences help an adult make decisions on
careers. Understanding more about self can help adults communicate better and thus
build better relationships. Employers can also apply dermatoglyphics analysis to find
out the strength and weakness of their employees for position placement.
SCHOOLS
Understand your student's natural character traits
Identify best learning style for students
Identify student's innate talents and weaknesses
Tailor-make your student's learning programs & teaching methods
Maintain Classroom division as per student's learning sensitivity
CORPORATES
Find the right person for the right job.
Pre-employment screening.
Entrust your employee who has the most potential.
Discover employees' potentials, maximizing efficiency and effectiveness.
Create an all-star workforce
Reorganize your workforce for better performance
HR training and development
Evaluate your managers' performances and core competencies
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COMPANY PROFILE:
Way2Brain is a joint venture between a Malaysia based Company and an
Indian company, which has been in the field of D.M.I.T.(Dermatoglyphics
Multiple Intelligence Test) for past many years and has network in countries like
China, Singapore, Indonesia, Taiwan & Thailand.
These words sum up the efforts of the Way2Brain, which integrates people,
processes and potential towards the betterment of mankind.
This technique has been developed by scientists and research experts from
world renowned universities and it is based on knowledge from Genetics,
Embryology, Dermatoglyphics, Psychology and Neuroscience.
In India, Way2Brain is the pioneer in introducing this online scientifically proven
and useful test. Many universities like Primagama in Indonesia have made this
test compulsory for students. Primagama has conducted more than 1
million tests in last 5 years.
In India, we started with a online traditional as wll as network marketing system
with a pilot study of number of students across various cities.
We are looking for partners all across India to associate with us. For further
information, please feel free to contact us at info@way2brain.com.
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Be a part of the research for Dermatoglyphics, tell us your experience!
Thank you very much for taking the Way2brain Dermatoglyphics Multiple
Intelligence Test.
Name:
Mentor ID:
Counseled by:
Counselor ID:
BDC ID:

Location:
E-mail:
Occupation : Service/Business/Professional/Others,

According to you, at what percentage you find this report authenticate?
A above 90%

B 90% to 80

C 80% to 70%

D 70% to 60%

E below 60%

D 70% to 60%

E below 60%

How much accuracy you find in this report about
• The strength
• The area of Improvement
• Learning Style yours/your child,
A above 90%

B 90% to 80

C 80% to 70%

Are you satisfied with the overall experience during this test?
A Strongly Agree

B Agree

C Disagree

D Strongly Disagree

E No Comments

Please recommend your friends / relatives name and details for this test.
1. Name:

Mobile No.:

Place:
2. Name:

Mobile No.:

Place:
3. Name:

Mobile No.:

Place:
Your Experience..

Signature:

Contact No.:

Once again, thank you very much for your time and the information for the research of
Dermatoglyphics.

